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Don’t assume that all Series are the same, or 
even similar. And don’t assume each opinion 
you can give with respect to an LLC can be giv-
en with respect to a Series. In short, know what 
you know, and opine only on that.

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES (LLCs) have 
become the preferred business entity in many private 
and some public transactions, including the financing of  
commercial real estate. Delaware LLCs are formed under 
and governed by the Delaware Limited Liability Com-
pany Act (the “Delaware LLC Act”).1 Long a preferred 
venue for entity formation, Delaware now has about twice 
as many LLCs as corporations. Since the mid-1990s, the 
Delaware LLC Act has permitted the formation of  LLCs 
with separate series, and now more than a dozen states per-
mit the formation of  LLCs with separate series of  mem-
bers, interests or assets (“Series”). This article is limited to 
Series of  assets. Where the requisite steps are taken in the 
establishment and maintenance of  Series, the debts, lia-
bilities, obligations and expenses incurred, contracted for 
or otherwise existing with respect to a particular Series are 
enforceable against the assets of  such Series only, and not 
against the assets of  the LLC generally or any other Se-

1 Del. CoDe Ann. tit. 6, §§ 18-101 to -1109. Unless otherwise 
indicated, all citations to § 18-___ are to the Delaware LLC Act.
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ries.2 Though significant issues arise when a Series 
becomes a debtor for Uniform Commercial Code 
Article 9 purposes, and it is doubtful that a Series 
can be a debtor under the Bankruptcy Code,3 in re-
cent years a small but increasing number of  Series 
have been utilized as borrowers in real estate and 
other financing transactions. Opinions regarding 
LLCs, and their differences from opinions regard-
ing corporations, have been widely considered.4 
This article considers issues unique to opinions on 
Series, with emphasis on Series established under 
the Delaware LLC Act,5 and concludes with sug-
gested approaches to the delivery of  such opinions.

SERIES ARE DEPENDENT UPON, YET 
DIFFERENT FROM LLC SERIES • No Se-
ries can exist other than during the existence of  the 
LLC in connection with which it was established. 
One consequence is that a Series is terminated, and 
its affairs must be wound up, upon the dissolution 
of  the related LLC.6 Despite this dependence, there 
are significant nomenclatural, conceptual and ex-
istential differences between an LLC and a Series. 
Default rules in most LLC statutes may be, and of-
ten are, overridden by language in the LLC’s gov-
erning instrument. When opining on an LLC, it is 

2 See, e.g., § 18-215. 
3 See Norman M. Powell, Series LLCs, the UCC, and the Bankruptcy 
Code – A Series of  Unfortunate Events?, 41 UCC L.J. 103 (2008).
4 See Norman M. Powell, Limiting Your Liability for LLC 
Opinions, The PrACTiCAl lAwyer, June 2012, at 29; TriBar 
Opinion Committee, Third-Party Closing Opinions: Limited 
Liability Companies, 61 Bus. lAw. 679 (2006); TriBar Opinion 
Committee, Supplemental TriBar LLC Opinion Report: Opinions on 
LLC Membership Interests, 66 Bus. lAw. 1065 (2011) (herein, 
“TriBar 2011”).
5 Other U.S. jurisdictions currently permitting series under 
their LLC statutes include Alabama (in 2015) Illinois, Iowa, 
Kansas, Montana, Nevada, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, 
and Utah, as well as the District of  Columbia and Puerto 
Rico. The reader is cautioned that there are significant 
differences among the ways many of  the issues discussed in 
this article are treated under these various statutes.
6 § 18-215(k).

therefore essential to review the relevant governing 
instrument in light of  applicable law, including con-
tract law. These concerns are even more salient in 
the case of  Series.

Status
 A Series is not the same as an LLC, and is not a 
subsidiary thereof. In fact, it is generally agreed that 
most Series, though endowed with certain charac-
teristics commonly found in separate legal enti-
ties, are statutorily prohibited from having other 
such characteristics, and generally are not viewed 
as entities for state law purposes.7 Thus, even the 
simplest of  opinions, the so-called “status” opin-
ion, must be rendered differently for Series than for 
LLCs. Under the Delaware LLC Act, Series are not 
formed, but instead are established.8 The Delaware 
LLC Act provides that an LLC Agreement may 
establish or provide for the establishment of  series 
of  members, managers, limited liability company 
interests or assets.9 Thus, the establishment of  a 
Series must be effectuated by the LLC agreement 
or in accordance with the provisions thereof. In the 
latter case, it is incumbent on the drafter to specify 
exactly what conditions must be satisfied so as to 
establish a Series. Similarly, the drafter must specify 
exactly what constitutes a given Series. Thus, the 
Series, like the LLC itself  (perhaps even more so), is 
a creature of  contract. Just as LLCs formed under 
the same statute may differ significantly from one 
another, so may Series of  the same LLC.

Power
 The Delaware LLC Act contemplates the estab-
lishment of  Series with or without internal shield-
ing, which is to say the insulation of  assets associ-
ated with one Series from the claims of  creditors 

7 Prop. Treas. Reg. §§ 301.6011-6, 301.6071-2, 301.7701-1, 
75 Fed. Reg. 55,699, 55,707-55,709 (Sept. 14, 2010).
8 Compare § 18-201(a) with § 18-215(a).
9 § 18-215(a).
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of  another Series or of  the LLC itself. In general 

terms, internal shielding requires that: (i) records 

maintained for the Series account for assets associ-

ated with the Series separately from other assets of  

the LLC or other Series thereof; (ii) the LLC agree-

ment provide for the desired shielding; and (iii) a 

general notice—to the effect that the LLC has or 

may have Series with a limitation on liabilities—ap-

pear in the LLC’s certificate of  formation.10 Thus, 

it is possible to have a Series that does not enjoy, or 

ceases to enjoy, internal shields. In addition, read 

literally, the Delaware LLC Act permits a Series es-

tablished with internal shields to carry on “any law-

ful business, purpose or activity, whether or not for 

profit, with the exception of  the business of  bank-

ing . . . .”11 But the Delaware LLC Act is silent with 

respect to the purposes permitted a Series not so 

established.

 Separate accounting for assets associated with 

Series is an ongoing requirement for continued en-

joyment of  the internal shield. The consequence 

of  any later shortcoming in such accounting is loss 

of  the internal shield, but such a shortcoming ap-

parently has no effect on the Series’ establishment, 

continued existence or power. Similarly, while the 

statute provides that a Series meeting the require-

ments for internal shields “shall have the power and 

capacity to, in its own name, contract, hold title to 

assets . . . , grant liens and security interests, and sue 

and be sued,”12 it is silent with respect to Series not 

established with internal shields. Thus, the careful 

opinion giver may wish to treat the contemporane-

ous existence of  internal shields as an antecedent 

to an opinion as to a Series’ power, whether such 

powers purport to be broad or limited.

10 § 18-215(b).
11 § 18-215(c).
12 Id.

Action
 As it does with respect to LLCs themselves, 
the Delaware LLC Act provides for management 
of  Series by the members associated with them, in 
proportion to their economic interests in such Se-
ries.13 And, as with LLCs themselves, this default 
rule is contractually displaced in a great many LLC 
agreements in favor of  a managing member, a non-
member manager or another governance structure. 
Recall that the Delaware LLC Act defines the term 
“limited liability company agreement” to include 
“any agreement . . . as to the affairs of  a limited li-
ability company and the conduct of  its business.”14 
Thus, while an LLC and its Series may be governed 
by a single document, other arrangements are pos-
sible. For example, the matters relating uniquely to 
the affairs and conduct of  a given Series are often 
addressed in a “series supplement” to a base LLC 
agreement applicable to an LLC and applicable for 
general matters to the various Series thereof. Issues 
related to authority of  a Series, and of  specified 
persons to act on its behalf, may be handled differ-
ently for a given Series than with respect to the LLC 
itself  or its other Series, and may be memorialized 
in a separate writing applicable only to such Series.

Enforceability
 Opinion preparers without requisite exper-
tise in the entirety of  applicable general contract 
law should not opine on the enforceability of  LLC 
agreements or series supplements. Section 1101(b) 
of  the Delaware LLC Act provides that “[i]t is the 
policy of  this chapter to give the maximum effect 
to the principle of  freedom of  contract and to the 
enforceability of  limited liability company agree-
ments,” and Section 1101(c) expressly permits ex-
pansion, restriction or elimination of  certain duties 

13 Significantly, Series do not have members per se; rather, 
certain members of  the LLC are “associated” with a given 
Series.
14 § 18-101(7). 
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(including fiduciary duties). The “enforceability” 
opinion of  necessity embraces state contract law. 
Many of  the bankruptcy-remoteness and other fea-
tures commonly found in LLCs and Series thereof  
arise solely from the terms of  the LLC agreement, 
having no antecedent in (but nonetheless facilitated 
by) the language of  the Delaware LLC Act. Thus, 
opinion givers should consider that a qualification 
limiting opinions to the Delaware LLC Act may 
not effectively limit their opinions as they intend. 
Similarly, opinion recipients should consider that 
in the event an opinion can be effectively limited 
to the four corners of  the Delaware LLC Act, it 
may provide little comfort on the matters addressed 
to the extent they go beyond the language of  the 
Delaware LLC Act. These issues are present in the 
context of  Series in much the same way they are 
present in the context of  LLCs generally.

Admission
 Sometimes an opinion is sought to the effect 
that the person acquiring an LLC interest has (or 
will) become a member of  the LLC. As a threshold 
matter, it is important to recognize that acquiring 
an LLC interest is different from achieving member 
status. Moreover, LLC statutes, LLC agreements 
and certificates of  formation can establish different 
requirements for admission as a member of  an LLC 
at the time of  formation, on the one hand, and at 
some later time, on the other. To be admitted as a 
member, typically the purchaser of  an LLC interest 
in a Delaware LLC must explicitly and specifically 
be constituted a member in compliance with the 
Delaware LLC Act at the relevant time, the LLC 
agreement, and (if  applicable) the LLC’s certificate 
of  formation. That is, an assignee of  an LLC in-
terest does not necessarily or automatically become 
a member. Rather, member status is achieved only 
by approval of  all members15 or compliance with 
any procedure provided for in the LLC agreement. 

15 § 18-301(b)(2).

The issue is no different as regards the acquirer 
of  an LLC interest associated with a given Series, 
though additional or separate documents (e.g., a 
series supplement) may be relevant or controlling. 
Practitioners should be mindful that conditions to 
admission sometimes appear in subscription agree-
ments that are incorporated by reference into or 
otherwise made a part of  the LLC agreement (in-
cluding any series supplement), or that may contain 
preconditions to membership that the LLC may 
not waive. The “admission to membership” opin-
ion does not address whether the LLC, any Series 
or other members can enforce the (newly admitted) 
member’s obligations under the LLC agreement 
(including any series supplement), or whether any 
such member that is an entity (as contrasted with 
a natural person) has the power to be a member 
under the law and documents under which it was 
formed and exists.

Obligations
 For years, many have sought opinions that an 
LLC interest being acquired is “fully paid and non-
assessable.” Such opinions are awkward, at best, in 
that the requested phrase generally has no anteced-
ent in LLC statutes (by contrast, the language does 
appear in Section 152 of  the Delaware General 
Corporation Law16), and has no accepted or cus-
tomary meaning in the LLC context. The TriBar 
Committee has reframed the issue in terms of  the 
meaning generally thought to be intended—wheth-
er LLC interests are fully paid for upon tender of  
the purchase price, such that the acquirer is without 
exposure to further assessment, or by contrast, there 
is possibility for capital calls.17 TriBar 2011 suggests 
limiting such opinions to applicable LLC statutes, 
rather than applicable state law generally. Given 
the distinction between “assignees” and “members” 
discussed above, opinion givers should take care, as 

16 Del. CoDe Ann. tit. 8, §§ 101-398.
17 TriBar 2011 § 3.1.
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appropriate, to phrase their opinions in terms of  

potential financial obligations of  holders of  LLC 

interests or members, as the case may be. Opinion 

givers should, as appropriate, exclude obligations in 

subscription agreements and LLC agreements oth-

er than in the nature of  capital calls, obligations to 

repay to the LLC wrongfully distributed funds, and 

obligations arising from a member’s demand (e.g., 

cost of  copies of  books and records), though at least 

with respect to this last issue TriBar 2011 regards 

explicit exclusion as unnecessary (the demand itself, 

rather than the status of  being a member, giving 

rise to such obligations). As with admission, the is-

sue is no different as regards LLC interests associ-

ated with a given Series, though additional or sepa-

rate documents (e.g., a series supplement) may be 

relevant or controlling. 

Liability

 As an adjunct to the opinion discussed immedi-

ately above, recipients sometimes seek an opinion 

as to the absence of  personal liability of  purchasers 

of  LLC interests to third parties. This opinion has 

no analogue in the corporate context and derives 

from an opinion commonly delivered in the limited 

partnership context. Opinion givers should adopt 

an approach similar to that suggested in the preced-

ing paragraph, limiting their statements to liability 

arising solely by reason of  being a member of  the 

LLC or a holder of  an LLC interest.

PRACTICE POINTS • What follows is a sample 

phrasing of  each opinion discussed above, as the 

same might be delivered with respect to either a 

Delaware LLC or a Series thereof, followed by enu-

meration of  the due diligence steps suggested to ac-

company each such opinion and discussion of  their 

differences. 

1. For Status Opinions:

LLC Formulation. The LLC has been duly 
formed and is validly existing in good standing as a 
limited liability company under the Delaware LLC 
Act.

Series Formulation. Series A has been duly 
established under the Delaware LLC Act and the 
Governance Documents.

 As rendered with respect to an LLC, this opin-
ion has three discrete components:
• Duly formed. The steps taken to form the LLC 

satisfied all then-applicable statutory require-
ments; 

• Validly existing. This opinion states that the 
LLC exists de jure as an LLC under applicable 
law, that its existence has not ceased, but contin-
ues.18 Traditionally, it is supported by both due 
diligence19 as to the non-occurrence of  an event 
causing termination and a certificate to such ef-
fect from the Delaware Secretary of  State;

• In good standing. Based on a certificate from 
the Delaware Secretary of  State, this generally 
conveys that required reports have been filed 
and franchise taxes paid, with the consequence 
that the LLC’s status as such has not been re-
voked or suspended.

 As rendered with respect to a Series, this opin-
ion is somewhat narrower:20

18 See DonAlD w. GlAzer, sCoTT T. FiTzGiBBon, & sTeven o. 
weise, GlAzer AnD FiTzGiBBon on leGAl oPinions § 6.4 (3d 
ed. 2008) (herein, “GlAzer AnD FiTzGiBBon”). 
19 The scope and manner of  performance of  such due 
diligence being informed by customary practice.
20 Note that most LLC statutes require some sort of  notice 
filing, separate record keeping and the like before internal 
shields arise. That is, there may be a meaningful difference 
between the antecedents to establishment of  Series and 
establishment of  Series with internal shields. Care should be 
taken that the opinion is sufficiently clear and consistent with 
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Duly Established 
 While the Delaware LLC Act speaks of  LLCs 
being formed, it speaks of  Series being established. 
This nomenclatural difference is fairly common in 
the jurisdictions that permit Series. The distinction 
is consistent with the notion that a Series is not, in 
fact, a separate entity. To opine that a Series has 
been duly established is to opine that all of  the steps 
necessary to establish such Series have been taken. 
 Due diligence includes:
• Reviewing the LLC’s certificate of  formation 

(as amended through the date of  the opinion). 
As discussed above, inclusion of  a statement to 
the effect that an LLC has, or may in the future 
have, one or more Series with limitation on li-
abilities, while a condition precedent to Series 
having internal shields, does not appear to be 
a condition precedent to establishment of  a 
Series. Nevertheless, it is possible that the cer-
tificate of  formation may constitute or evidence 
part of  the LLC agreement, and may specify 
conditions precedent to establishment of  Series. 
Against this possibility, the certificate of  forma-
tion should be reviewed and compliance with 
any such provisions confirmed;

• Reviewing the LLC agreement, which must ei-
ther establish or provide for the establishment 
of  the Series, and confirming that the speci-
fied steps have been taken by the proper par-
ties. While the Delaware LLC Act permits such 
agreements to be oral, written or implied, this 
article assumes opinion givers will speak only to 
LLCs governed by written agreements.

Validly Existing
 In the context of  a Series, any “validly existing” 
opinion can rest only on the non-occurrence of  
termination, whether: (i) on a specified date; (ii) on 
the happening of  a specified occurrence; (iii) by the 

the relevant law on this point.

requisite vote of  members; or (iv) by court order.21 
While due diligence can illuminate certain of  these 
questions, the opinion when rendered with respect 
to LLCs and other entities generally rests, at least to 
some extent, on a certificate to such effect obtained 
from the Secretary of  State (or similar office) of  the 
jurisdiction under whose law the LLC was formed 
and exists. Because no filing with the Delaware Sec-
retary of  State is necessary to establish a Series, the 
Secretary of  State has no record of  the existence of  
any Series, and so can offer no certificate regarding 
valid existence.

In Good Standing
 In the context of  an LLC, the “good standing” 
opinion, also based on a certificate from the Secre-
tary of  State (or similar office) of  the jurisdiction 
under whose law the LLC was formed and exists, 
generally conveys that required reports have been 
filed and franchise taxes paid, with the consequence 
that the LLC’s status as such has not been revoked 
or suspended. As mentioned above, the Delaware 
Secretary of  State has no record of  the existence 
of  any Series, nor does it require the filing of  any 
reports or payment of  franchise taxes with respect 
to Series, with the consequence that it can offer no 
certificate regarding good standing. The concept is 
simply inapposite.

2. For “Power” Opinion

LLC Formulation. The LLC has power and au-
thority under the LLC Act and the Governance 
Documents to execute and deliver the Transaction 
Documents, and to perform its obligations there-
under.

21 See, e.g., § 18-215(k). Note also that the shielding characteristic 
of  a Series with asset shielding may be lost if  the records for 
the Series cease to account for its assets separately, pursuant 
to (e.g.) § 18-215(b).
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Series Formulation. Series A has power and 
authority under the LLC Act and the Governance 
Documents to execute and deliver the Transaction 
Documents, and to perform its obligations there-
under.

 The “power” opinion, of  course, requires a 
referent. The phrasing suggested above assumes 
that referent is the documents governing the trans-
action. It indicates that, as an organic matter, the 
specified actions are among those the LLC (or the 
Series) may rightly take. While most LLC statutes 
provide for potentially broad powers, opinion givers 
should recall that a great many LLCs are structured 
as so-called “special purpose entities” and their 
powers severely constrained. As discussed above, 
a literal reading of  the Delaware LLC Act reveals 
explicit and permissive statements, in § 18-215(b), 
as to the powers potentially afforded a Series estab-
lished in compliance with the prerequisites to inter-
nal shields, but is silent on the powers potentially 
afforded other Series. Consider, therefore, whether 
satisfaction of  the requirements of  § 18-215(b) is 
necessary to giving the “power” opinion. Note it is 
generally understood that “power” and “authority” 
opinions address power and authority under the rel-
evant enabling statute and organic documents, and 
do not address restrictions arising under other (i.e., 
non-entity) law, such as licensing requirements to 
engage in certain activities. Due diligence includes 
confirming that:
• The LLC statute permits Series to have the 

power and authority to take the relevant ac-
tions; and

• The Series at issue in fact has such power and 
authority, and that no provision of  the LLC 
agreement (including any series supplement or 
similar document) or certificate of  formation 
compromises or deprives the Series of  such 
power and authority.

3. For “Action” Opinion

LLC Formulation. The execution and delivery 
by the LLC of  the Transaction Documents, and the 
performance by the LLC of  its obligations there-
under, have been duly authorized by all necessary 
limited liability company action on the part of  the 
LLC.

Series Formulation. The execution and delivery 
by Series A of  the Transaction Documents, and the 
performance by Series A of  its obligations there-
under, have been duly authorized by all necessary 
limited liability company action on the part of  Se-
ries A.

 Like the “power” opinion, the “action” opinion 
requires a referent. The phrasing suggested above 
assumes that referent is the documents governing 
the transaction. The “action” opinion provides 
comfort that the appropriate person or persons, 
having been vested with the requisite managerial 
authority to do so, have taken the type of  action 
required by the LLC statute and LLC agreement 
(including any series supplement), in the manner so 
required, to approve the specified actions on behalf  
of  the LLC or the Series. Note that management 
structures can vary widely in LLCs and Series. As 
discussed above, the statutory default rule for Se-
ries is management by the members associated with 
them in proportion to their economic interests in 
the Series. But that default rule can be, and often is, 
varied. Some Series follow a corporate model and 
through the provisions of  their LLC agreements 
(including any series supplements) create a board 
of  managers or board of  directors. Some follow a 
limited partnership model, designating a manager 
(who may or may not be a member). Still others fol-
low a general partnership model, leaving manageri-
al authority in associated members (though perhaps 
vesting members with authority disproportionate to 
their economic interests). Due diligence includes:
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• Determining the range of  governance or man-
agement structures permitted by the applicable 
LLC statute;

• Confirming that the structure adopted by the 
relevant Series is permitted and is adequately 
clear and unambiguous;

• Determining what person(s) are vested with or 
constitute the bodies vested with the requisite 
managerial authority to authorize the relevant 
action; and

• Confirming that such person(s) or bodies have 
clearly and unambiguously authorized the rel-
evant action in accordance with all formalities 
and procedures imposed by the LLC statute 
and the LLC agreement (including any series 
supplement).

 A further action opinion is sometimes sought, to 
the effect that specified documents or agreements 
have been “duly executed and delivered” by a par-
ticular entity. As discussed elsewhere, while there is 
some question as to whether a given Series is, or 
will be treated as, an entity, most LLC statutes per-
mit Series, or at least those with internal shields, 
to contract, unless governing documents provide 
otherwise. This opinion is generally understood to 
mean that “persons having actual authority to bind 
the company signed the agreement on behalf  of  
the company and that the agreement was delivered 
in such a manner as to bring it into effect as a bind-
ing obligation of  the company.”22 Properly under-
stood, this opinion reflects the application of  legal 
judgment to underlying facts. That is, it is assumed, 
whether explicitly or implicitly,23 that the signature 
of  “John Smith, Vice President” is genuine. The 
opinion expressed is that, based on consideration 
of  relevant entity, agency and contract law, John 
Smith, Vice President, is someone who, by signing 
in the name of  the company, will have bound it to 

22 GlAzer AnD FiTzGiBBon § 9.2.
23 Id. § 9.4.

the contract at issue. The question of  whether John 
Smith, Vice President, or some poseur, actually 
signed is factual, and might perhaps be addressed 
by a notarial officer, but is not properly understood 
to be within the scope of  this legal opinion.24 Not-
withstanding the question of  whether a given se-
ries is an entity, opinion givers should be able to 
approach the execution and delivery opinion for 
Series in much the way they do for LLCs and cor-
porations, if  with somewhat greater emphasis on its 
contractual antecedents in a given instance.

4. For “Enforceability” Opinions

LLC Formulation. The LLC agreement is a 
valid and binding obligation of  the Members, and 
is enforceable against the Members, in accordance 
with its terms.

Series Formulation. The LLC agreement, in-
cluding the Series A Supplement, is a valid and 
binding obligation of  the Members associated with 
Series A, and is enforceable against such Members, 
in accordance with its terms.

 The “enforceability,” or “remedies,” opinion 
may be reasonably requested where the recipient is 
acquiring an LLC interest contemporaneously with 
becoming a member, or a lender or rating agency 
has particular reason to be concerned about en-
forceability of  covenants, restrictions and internal 
governance provisions of  the LLC agreement, in-
cluding any series supplement. The opinion is gen-
erally understood to mean that each specific reme-
dy provided in the LLC agreement will be enforced, 

24 The subtlety of  the “genuineness” assumption, even when 
explicitly stated, and resulting misunderstandings have 
caused some to add a more salient assumption, e.g. that the 
document was executed by John Smith in his capacity as Vice 
President of  the company. See Norman M. Powell, Does the 
Fortress Decision Offer Any Lessons for Opinion Givers? 69 Bus. 
LAw. 969 (2014).
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and that whether or not the LLC agreement speci-
fies remedies, the other terms, such as governance 
provisions, will be enforced by a court applying 
applicable law. Standard exceptions include bank-
ruptcy and equitable principles. This is the most 
difficult of  the opinions discussed in this article, in 
large part because it cannot clearly and coherently 
be limited to the relevant LLC statute, but instead 
implicates the entire body of  relevant contract law. 
Due diligence includes:
• Confirming that the applicable prerequisites to 

contract formation have been met (within the 
confines of  appropriate qualifications); and

• Analyzing each undertaking to determine 
whether, in the reasonable exercise of  the opin-
ion giver’s professional judgment, the highest 
court of  the state whose law governs would de-
cline to give effect to any of  them.

5. The “Admission” Opinion

LLC Formulation. Each of  the Transferees has 
been duly admitted to the LLC as a member of  the 
LLC.

Series Formulation. Each of  the Transferees 
has been duly admitted to the LLC as a member of  
the LLC associated with Series A.

 Recognizing that becoming a transferee of  a 
limited liability company interest, e.g., by assign-
ment, bears no fixed correlation to achieving mem-
ber status, this opinion addresses the independent, 
though perhaps contemporaneous, step of  admis-
sion as an LLC member (and, thus, obtaining the 
rights of  a member). As a general matter, only 
members may exercise membership rights (unless, 
of  course, provision to the contrary is made in the 
LLC agreement), and only members associated 
with a given Series have any significant rights with 
respect to that Series. Due diligence includes: 

• Determining the preconditions to admission es-
tablished by the applicable LLC statute;

• Determining the preconditions to admission as 
a member and, as appropriate, association as 
a member with a particular Series established 
by the applicable LLC agreement (including 
any series supplement) and, if  relevant, the cer-
tificate of  formation, subscription agreements, 
and the like; and

• Confirming compliance with the foregoing in-
sofar as relevant.

6. For “Obligations” Opinions

LLC Formulation. Under the Delaware LLC 
Act, the Transferee has no obligation to make any 
payments to the LLC in connection with its pur-
chase of  LLC Interests or contributions to the LLC 
solely by reason of  its ownership of  LLC Interests 
or its status as a member of  the LLC except in each 
case as provided in any Subscription Agreement 
to which it is a party or the LLC agreement and 
except for its obligation to repay any funds wrong-
fully distributed to it and except insofar as such pay-
ments or contributions have already been made.

Series Formulation. Under the Delaware LLC 
Act, the Transferee has no obligation to make any 
payments to the LLC in connection with its pur-
chase of  LLC Interests associated with Series A 
or contributions to the LLC or Series A solely by 
reason of  its ownership of  LLC Interests associated 
with Series A or its status as a member of  the LLC 
associated with Series A except in each case as pro-
vided in any Subscription Agreement to which it is 
a party or the LLC agreement (including any series 
supplement) and except for its obligation to repay 
any funds wrongfully distributed to it and except 
insofar as such payments or contributions have al-
ready been made.
 In the corporate context, this is the “fully paid 
and non-assessable” opinion. As discussed above, 
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those words generally have no antecedent, and thus 
no clear meaning, in the LLC context. Instead, 
opinions should be drafted to speak directly to ob-
ligations to make payments or contributions. Due 
diligence includes: 
• Reviewing the applicable LLC statute;
• Reviewing the applicable LLC agreement (in-

cluding any series supplement) and, if  relevant, 
the certificate of  formation, subscription agree-
ments, and the like;

• Confirming that none of  the foregoing give 
rise to obligations of  the type addressed by the 
opinion. Examples include both general provi-
sion for capital calls and specific provision for 
further contributions in narrowly described cir-
cumstances.

7. For “Liability” (Combined with “Obliga-
tions”) Opinions

LLC Formulation. Under the Delaware LLC 
Act, the Transferee has no obligation to make any 
payments to the LLC in connection with its pur-
chase of  LLC Interests or contributions to the LLC 
solely by reason of  its ownership of  LLC Interests 
or its status as a member of  the LLC except inso-
far as such payments or contributions have already 
been made, and no personal liability for the debts, 
obligations and liabilities of  the LLC, whether aris-
ing in contract, tort or otherwise, solely by reason 
of  being a Transferee or member of  the LLC ex-
cept in each case as provided in any Subscription 
Agreement to which it is a party or the LLC agree-
ment and except for its obligation to repay any 
funds wrongfully distributed to it.

Series Formulation. Under the Delaware LLC 
Act, the Transferee has no obligation to make any 
payments to the LLC in connection with its pur-
chase of  LLC Interests associated with Series A 
or contributions to the LLC or Series A solely by 
reason of  its ownership of  LLC Interests associated 

with Series A or its status as a member of  the LLC 
associated with Series A except insofar as such pay-
ments or contributions have already been made, 
and no personal liability for the debts, obligations 
and liabilities of  the LLC, Series A or any other 
Series of  the LLC, whether arising in contract, tort 
or otherwise, solely by reason of  being a Transferee 
or member of  the LLC associated with Series A ex-
cept in each case as provided in any Subscription 
Agreement to which it is a party or the LLC agree-
ment (including any series supplement) and except 
for its obligation to repay any funds wrongfully dis-
tributed to it.

 There is no analogue to the “liability” opinion 
in the corporate context, and the TriBar Committee 
is hopeful that as opinion recipients become more 
comfortable with the protections afforded by LLC 
statutes, such opinions will cease to be requested or 
given.25 The comparative novelty of  Series, though, 
is such that this opinion may persist somewhat lon-
ger in the Series context. When given, the opinion 
generally is combined with the “obligations” opin-
ion discussed at paragraph 6 above. The “liabili-
ty” opinion does not address liabilities imposed on 
controlling persons by state or federal laws, because 
mere transferee or member status does not give rise 
to such liability. Similarly, the opinion does not ad-
dress veil-piercing, alter ego, or similar theories, nor 
tortious or other wrongful conduct. Due diligence 
includes: 
• Reviewing the applicable LLC statute;
• Reviewing the applicable LLC agreement and, 

if  relevant, the certificate of  formation, sub-
scription agreements, and the like;

• Confirming that none of  the foregoing give rise 
to the specified liabilities on the part of  transfer-
ees or members, as appropriate; and

• In the case of  a Series opinion, establishing the 
existence and integrity of  internal shields be-

25 Tribar 2011 § 3.2.
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tween Series, and between each Series and the 
LLC itself.

CONCLUSION • LLCs are uniquely creatures 
of  contractual provisions adopted under enabling 
language in governing statutes. Many of  the issues 
of  greatest interest to participants will have been 
the subject of  negotiation and will be governed by 
language in the LLC agreement. This is equally the 
case, if  not more so, with Series. Counsel is some-
times expected to provide legal opinions regarding 
various issues in relation to Series. Some are rela-
tively easy, some very hard. Some require a com-
prehensive command of  applicable contract law, 
and others are nonsensical (or, at least, unclear) in 
the context of  Series. Simply put, Series differ from 
LLCs, and the differences have consequences in the 
opinion context.
 Series are established by contract and generally 
are not persons distinct from the LLCs with which 
they are associated. Nor can a Series exist indepen-
dent of  the existence of  the LLC with which it is 
associated. Valid existence is not a concept that can 
be applied to Series in the same way it is applied to 
LLCs, and good standing—a concept that depends 
on a government-monitored status—is simply inap-
posite. The governance of  a Series may be identical 
to, or completely different from, the governance of  
the LLC with which it is associated. Because Series 
are established (or their establishment provided for) 
under an LLC agreement, they are truly creatures 
of  contract, not of  statute except in the broadest 
sense. Series do not issue LLC interests, nor do they 

have members. Rather, LLCs issue LLC interests. 
Certain such interests may be associated with a 
given Series, as may certain members of  the LLC. 
It follows, then, that members are not admitted to 
a Series, but rather to the LLC (though, perhaps, 
associated with a Series). Conceptually, the opinion 
to the effect that a member has “fully paid for” his 
interest associated with a given Series is no different 
from such opinion vis-à-vis the LLC itself. Finally, 
the opinion to the effect that a member, as such, 
has no liability for the obligations of  the LLC it-
self  easily translates to the Series, but might be ex-
panded to speak of  a member’s non-liability for the 
obligations of  the LLC itself, the Series at issue, or 
any other Series of  the LLC. This, of  course, would 
require a thorough knowledge of  the LLC and each 
of  its Series, and may be deemed overbroad and 
cost-prohibitive in many contexts.
 While delivery of  a third-party opinion does 
not establish a lawyer-client relationship with the 
opinion recipient, the lawyer nonetheless owes the 
recipient a duty to exercise care—to exercise the 
competence and diligence normally exercised by 
lawyers on similar matters.26 Don’t assume that all 
Series are the same, or even similar. And don’t as-
sume each opinion you can give with respect to an 
LLC can be given with respect to a Series. In short, 
know what you know, and opine only on that.

26 resTATemenT (ThirD) oF lAw GoverninG lAwyers §§ 
51(2), 52(1), 52 cmt. b (2000).
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